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AVEVA provides Water/Waste-Water utility 
solutions from Edge to Enterprise, helping them to 
configure, operate, analyze, improve and maintain 
their systems, using the most efficient methods of 
engineering & contextualized compliance 
monitoring that allow those utilities to expand water 
availability to the general population at an 
affordable price.

Having various technologies at different sites, 
utilities are always facing significant challenges to 
receive the needed support & the lack of resources 
required to maintain those technologies & keep 
them up to date. Unified solutions by AVEVA allow 
standardization of the implementation of the 
technology platform, which optimizes:
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AVEVA Unified Operations Center

Unlimited Scalability, Unlimited IO, Unlimited Clients: Scale-up      
as your business grows without incurring incremental costs

Future Proof Your Systems: Team up with a software provider who       
stays ahead of the technological curve so that you stay competitive
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Edge to Enterprise Visualization - 
One Platform, Many Experiences.

AVEVA System Platform

Responsive, OMI visualization; enables 
Enterprise-wide standardization.

AVEVA InTouch HMI; AVEVA Citect

Used in one third of industrial facilities 
world-wide; remote web-based 
browser support.

AVEVA Edge

Small footprint, full-featured HMI for 
embedded and OEM applications.

AVEVA Edge IoT

Linux-based Edge Management IIoT 
and Cloud-ready.

Foundation for real-time operational 
performance management for closed-loop 
collaboration and execution.



AVEVA Unified Operations Center

Reduction in
operation costs

50%

Experience a New Level of Unified Operations and Keep you 
water/wastewater plants, pumps, and entire network under continuous 
monitoring and control.

Based on a 'Systems of Systems' approach, AVEVA Unified Operations 
Center helps Water Utilities to empower the whole team with a 
centralized view to help make informed decisions, fast. Bringing 
end-to-end operational visibility across their facilities, helping them 
to improve safety, operational efficiency, and ultimately the profit 
margins of their business.

AVEVA UOC provides out-of-the-box industry solution templates 
with plug-in apps, KPIs, analytics, Situational awareness graphics, 
CCTV videos, GIS maps, ERP systems, 3D Engineering models, and 
P&ID diagrams. 

This templated Water-specific approach results in a faster time to 
value by up to 60% compared to bespoke engineering 
implementations. Built on top of the scalable System Platform offers 
ready to use powerful context-driven OMI Apps. 

Besides, AVEVA offers 3rd party software partners an OMI software 
development kit (SDK) to build rich OMI Apps that leverage the 
platform's connectivity to real-time operational data and integration 
to business systems enabling IT/OT convergence.

Increased
productivity

15%
Increased

yield

20%
Shortened

time-to-decision

80%



The AVEVA System Platform offers the ability to 
deploy multiple instances of plants and objects over 
different applications to decrease the engineering 
and maintenance costs involved in building the 
pipeline system.

AVEVA System Platform offers Operations 
Management Interface (OMI), the world's first 
responsive Operations Management Interface for 
modern user experiences across all platforms 
supporting multi-touch gestures, such as swiping, 
pinch, and zoom. Multi-monitor applications can 
now be configured in less than five minutes without 
scripting or programming.

An ideal product for the water regulation center 
because it provides an Integrated Development 
Environment (IDE); the ability to create a logical 
model in the control system based on the actual 
physical location of plant equipment; object-based 
development; integrated and centralized security 
down to the data level; flexible data connectivity; 
application runtime management; centralized 
diagnostic utilities; and tight integration with other 
AVEVA products and third-party products.

This platform approach enables super flexible 
architectures with limitless scalability from a 
simple HMI node to a comprehensive central control 
room. Incrementally add-on additional capability 
when required by business needs. AVEVA System 
Platform offers plug-in modules such as workflow, 
Condition Manager, Mobile Operator Rounds, and 
enterprise Integration for sustainable and 
continuous improvement of operations and 
maintenance management. 

AVEVA’S
SYSTEM PLATFORM

Drastically accelerates Network Growth



• AVEVA Historian, formerly Wonderware: "Historize" your 
data at industrial speeds! High-performance process historian 
capable of storing huge volumes of data generated in industrial 
facilities. Combine the power and flexibility of a relational database 
with the speed and compression of a true automation process 
historian. Historization of data becomes a single click operation, and 
built-in web-based reporting reduces your web development costs 
and accelerates your time to value.

• AVEVA Workflow Management: Enabling water and 
waste-water facilities to model, execute, analyze, and improve work 
processes to drive higher levels of collaboration, productivity and 
innovation while eliminating paperwork and manual error-prone 
procedures to effectively accomplish simple or complex tasks.

• AVEVA Mobile Operator Rounds: As a mobile workforce and 
decision support system, Mobile Operator Rounds allows Utilities to 
quickly and easily manage operations, both at the plant site and 
remotely. It includes configurable software and ruggedized mobile 
hardware solutions that enable workflow, data collection, and 
general task management for plant operations, maintenance 
management, production tracking, and compliance applications.

• AVEVA Condition Management: An intelligent solution that 
helps water and waste water utilities to find the optimum balance 
between asset availability and asset utilization by collecting and 
analyzing real-time diagnostics from all the plants assets (ex: pumps, 
valves and chambers) to make better asset management decisions 
and optimize operations while extending the life of critical assets, 
thus minimizing maintenance costs and improving reliability.

• Maps Integration / GIS: Geospatial and GIS Maps integration 
for all the water/waste-water utilities as well as system integrators, 
covering the main needs of infrastructure projects including the 
ability to offer plans and scenarios directly to the end user, the 
functionality of geo-locating assets integrating them into the SCADA 
with real-time data and finally the functionality of integration with 
BIM models.



AVEVA Edge offers over 250 native drivers that allow seamless 
communication between HMI/SCADA and most PLCs, RTUs, and 
Dataloggers. Use widely accepted standards like SNMP, DNP3, and 
MQTT or use our driver toolkit API to develop your own. Combine 
the native drivers with support for OPC UA and OPC .NET and OPC 
DA and HDA for unparalleled communication options.

The Conversion tools slash development times for users looking to 
migrate from existing 3rd party HMIs to AVEVA Edge. It is possible to 
save up to 90 percent development time during the conversion 
process while protecting prior engineering investments.

AVEVA Edge
HMI and IoT Edge solution for valve chambers and
data loggers



There is always a demand for increased machine functionality, 
including inter-device interoperability, the ability to exchange data 
with cloud-based systems, and the need for user-friendly remote 
configuration and maintenance.

Unlock and harness the machine data from your HMI and SCADA by 
installing AVEVA Edge directly on your devices and access it via your 
existing System Platform or archive it in a cloud-based historian 
using Online InSight. Enjoy limitless scalability. AVEVA Edge also 
supports Industrial Graphics for improved integration with InTouch 
and System Platform applications.
Go further with your Edge data by using Insight to get actionable 
data, or take advantage of Flex credits to provision AVEVA Edge on 
the cloud and access the Edge Management portal in AVEVA 
Connect to remotely monitor and control edge devices.

AVEVA Edge
Integration enables lloT solutions
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